




and in the end reduces tl1e first world to the USSR 
alone. 

THE ATTACK ON ONE ERROR COVERS ANOTHER 

Attacking the social chauvinist character of this 
line has provided excellent cover for opportunist 
forces in our movement to conceal their own errors. 

For example, a number of U.S. Marxist-Leninist 
organizations have taken up the line that botb super
powers represent the same danger to the world's people 
to the same degree and the same extent in order to 
polemicize against the CP(ML)'s opportunist stand on 
the main blow. Instead of preserving what is correct 
and exposing what is incorrect, they use the cover of 
what is incorrect to attack wtat is correct. 

Specifically, these forces fail to point out -- as 
we have done in this pamphlet -- why it is correct to 
call e,e Soviet Union the more dangerous of the two 
superpowers. As a result they are unable to expose in 
a theoretically convincing way the chauvinism of the 
CP(ML)'s position on the focus of revolutionary stra
tegy in the present historic period. Their attempt to 
show that the two superpowers are equally dangerous 
falls short of its mark. 

To call both superpowers the same danger to the 
same degree and to the same extent is wrong from the 
point of view of dialectical method and shows a failure 
to make a concrete analysis of changes which have 
taken place in world affairs. The history of two im -
perialist wars teaches us to pay close attention to the 
uneven development of the relationship of force between 
the imperialist great powers. These differences can 
only be resolved by force. To abandon the law of uneven 
development makes it impossible to trace concretely the 
development of these factors which must sooner or later 
give rise to imperialist war. 

The debate, therefore, conducted within such narrow 
limits, has led only to confusion. One strategic plan 
leads to social chauvinism; the other belittles the 
danger of imperialist war. Neither is capable of mobi
lizing1U.S. working and oppressed people in a complex 
international situation. 

STALIN'S TEXTS ON THE MAIN BLOW 
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The te�ts from Stalin discussed here provide impor-

tant background to the concept of 'historic period' 
raised by Huang Hua in his UN speech. In the excerpts 
reprinted, Stalin clearly explains the relationship 
between a historic turn, a historic period, the main 
enemy and the main blow. These passages also make 
clear the distinction between the main blow of the 
party of the proletariat and the main blow of the 
working class and its allies. Failure to make this 
distinction has added mud to waters already clouded 
by theoretical confusion. 

Notice that a historic period is not equivalent to 
the Marxist-Leninist concept of an epoch or an era. 
We are still in the era of imperialism and proletarian 
revolution. But as Chairman Mao points out in ON
CONTRADICTION, the process of the development of a 
thing goes through a number of stages, each of which 
is marked by its particular features. Decisive devel
opments in the era of imperialism and proletarian revo
lution reflect historic turns which demarcate historic 
periods. The present stage (historic period) in the 
development of the era of imperialism and proletarian 
revolution is characterized by three factors which in 
their development constitute a fundamental historic 
turn. These factors are: (1) the restoration of capi
talisll) in the USSR and the disintegration of the so
cialist camp; (2) the decline of US imperialism and 
the disintegration of the Western imperialist camp; 
(3) the rise of the Third World. It is these changes,
summed up by Chairman Mao in his theory of the three
worlds and which reflect the development of all the
basic contradictions of the contemporary era, that are
the basis for understanding the international situation
today.

On this foundation, a revolutionary proletarian 
party in the U.S., genuinely built according to the re
volutionary theory and style of }1arxism-Leninism, must 
call for the broadest united front internationally 
against the hegernonism of the two superpowers based on 
the unity of the revolutionary movement in this country 
with the socialist countries and with the proletariat 
and oppressed people and nations throughout the world 
and with the third world countries and all countries 
subjected to aggression, interference or threats of 
superpower hegemonism, as a component part and the main 
content of the united front against imperialism in 
this period, 
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consistency concerning the main blow. As we pointed out 
above, in STRATEGY AND TACTICS, Stalin discusses the 
strategic alignment of the cla5S �nd its allies against 

_ the principal enemy. In THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION AND
TACTICS, he is speaking to the leadership of the van
guc1rd of the proletariat must g:ive in order to prepare 
this strategic alignment. Thus in THE OCTOBER REVOLU
TION AND TACTICS, Stalin asks, 

"The preparaticc1 for October thus proceeded 1 j) 
under the leadership of one party, the Bolshevik 
Party. But how did the Party carry out this lead
ership, along what line did the latter proceed? 
This leadership proceeded along the line of iso-
lating the compromising parties, as the most dan
gerous parties, as the most dangerous groupings 
in the period of the outbreak of the revolution, 
the line of isolating the Socialist Revolutionar-
ies and Mensheviks. 11 

This Stalin calls the fundamental strategic rule of 
Leninism. In chro\Jing ic down, the RCP has once again 
attacked the leading role of a vanguard party. The RCP 
proclaims an onslaught against the chief enemy, but 
rep�diated the tasks necessary to prepare the conditions 
for that onslaught. 

The RCP repudiates Stalin on this question because 
it is a representative of the petty bourgeois democr_ac-

. tic trend in our movement masquerading under the cloak 
of Marxism-i.eninism. Therefore, the RCP does not want 
to make a rupture with the positions of the compromising· 
petty bourgeoisie, ideologically, politically and o�gan
izationally. What the RCP wants to do -- as we know 
from its campaign in steel -- is to make a place in its 
mas� work for the reformist trade union bureaucracy. 

On strategy and tactics, as with the national ques-
tion, the RCP tries to drive a wedge between Lenin and 
Stalin. But the ideas Stalin fought for are a summation , 1) 

, of positions consistently developed by Lenin from the 
exrerience of 1905 on. For examnle, T�lO TACTICS OF SO-

j) CIAL DEMOCRACY IN THE DE!-10CRATIC REVOLUTION turns on an 
appraisal of the compromising parties of the bourgeois 
democratic revolution. Stalin's quote from Lenin's Ad-
dress to the Constituent Assembly shows the continuity 
of Bolshevik thinking in spite of Trotskyite slanders: 
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·• in order to win the maj or:i.ty of t1ie J_JOpula
tion to its side the proletariat must,,.entirely 
destroy the influence �f the bourgeois and petty 
bourgeois compromisers over the majority of the 

non-proletarian toiling masses ••. " (ON THE OPPOSI
TION, p. 280) 

THE LEADERSHIP OF THE VANGUARD AND THE HEGEMONY OF 
THE PROLETARIAT 

By abandoning the struggle against the parties of 
compromise with imperialism, the RCP abandons the hege
mony of the proletariat in the revolution. This is the 
lesson of Lenin and Stalin on strategy and tactics and 
the significance of the RCP's revisionism on the ques
tion. 

In the second issue of its theoretical journal, May 
1, 1977, the RCP has again reaffirmed its position that 
prior to 1974, party building could not be the main task 
of communists (p.77), even though the proletariat had 
no vanguard party. The particular circumstances, they 
claim, of mass upsurge in the US prevented it. However, 
this view reduces the question of the need of the class 
for vanguard leadership to a question of particular 
conditions and circumstances. The correct view is that 
whenever the class lacks a vanguard, the main task of 
communists is to build one. 

The RCP's attack on the leadership of the vanguard 
in the revolution is, therefore, only further developed 
and ,.consolidated in its polemics on the main blow. 
Whereas the task of Bolshevization, which is essential 
to party building, requires a decisive break with the 
compromising parties and trends of our movement, the 
RCP comes forward to say that no such rupture is re
auired, to say that this task contradicts the exper
ience of the Chinese revolution. The necessary conse
quence is to abandon not only the leadership of the 
vanguard, but also the hegemony of the proletariat in 
the revolution. 

A "revolutionary" "communistli party that repudiates 
the leading role of the party at every stage of the 
revolution and the hegemony of the proletariat -- there 
is the measure of RCP's degeneration! 
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does not mark a new historic turn where the USSR is 
a.lone the principal enemy of world revolution. There
fore to direct the main blow against Soviet social-im
perialism is incorrect. 

C) "THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION AND TACTICS": This
selection from V.6, p. J74 (see also ON THE OPPOOITION, 
p. 164) concerns the main blow of the party of the
proletariat and not the strategic disposition of all
revolutionary forces against the principal enemy.
Looking to the period of revolutionary preparation,
it identifies preconditions to the struggle of the
class against its principal enemy.

For the party to direct its main blow at the par
ties of compromise with imperialism is the fundamental 
strategic rule of Leninism, because it is a task indis
pensable to the leadership of the vanguard party. 
Without the leading role of the vanguard, the revolu
tionary masses have nothing. Unless the compromising 
parties are isolated and the masses won from their in
fluence, there can be no hope of a victorious ali9;
ment or mobilization of revolutionary forces against 
the principal enemy. 

The selections below also makes clear the bankrupt 
opportunism of the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP) 
in claiming that Stalin contradicts himself in these 
passages. As we pointed out in Vol.III, no. 9, the 
RCP fails to distinguish the main blow of the party 
and the main blow of the class. Most importantly, in 
repudiating Bolshevik lessons on directing the main 
blow at the parties of  compromise with imperialism, 
the RCP abandons an essential weapon to achieve leader
ship of the proletarian part,y in the revolution. With
out shame, the RCP abandons the fundamental strategic
rule of Leninism. 
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STRATEGY 
The most imporlant function of strategy is to deter

mine the main direction which ought to be taken by the 
working-class movement, and along which the prole
tariat can most advantageously deliver the main blow at 
its enemy in order to achieve the aims formulated in the 
programme. A strategic plan is a plan of the organisa
tion of the decisive blow in the direction in which the 
blow is most likely to achieve the maximum results. 

The principal features of political strategy could 
easily be described by ·drawing an analogy with military 

! 

strategy: for instance, in the fight against Denikin during th;·Civil War. Everybody !ememhers the end of 1919,when Deni kin's forces were standing near Tula. At thatlime an interestjng disputo arose among our. militarymen about the point Crom y.hich the decisive blow atDeni kin's armies should be dPlivered. Some militarymen proposed that the line Tsaritsyn-Novorossiisk bechosen for the main direclion of the blow. Others, on thecontr�ry, proposed that the decisive blow be deliveredalong the line Voronezh-Rostov, to proceed along thisline and thus cut Denikin 's armies in two and then crusheach part separately. The first plan undoubtedly had itsmerits in that it provided for the capture of Novorossiisk, which v.·ould have cut 'Off the rct'reat of Deni kin's1rm1es. But, on the one hand, it -was faulty because itusumed our advance through districts (the Don Region)which were hostile to So-.iet power, and Lhus wouldhave involved heavy casualties; on the other band, itwu dangerous because it opened for Denikin 's armiesthe road to Moscow via Tula and Serpukhov. The onlycorrect plan for the-' main blow was the second one,because, on the one hand, it assumed the advance ofour main -group through districts (Voronezh GuberniaDonets Basin) which were friendly towards Soviet_ powerand, therefore, would not involve any considerable casualties; on the other band, it would disrupt the operations of Denikin 's main group of forces which were moving· towards Moscow. The majority of the military mendeclared In favour of the second plan, and this determined tbe fate of the war against Denikin. In other words, determining the direction of the mainblow ·means deciding in advance the nature of operations during the whole period of the war, i.e., deci_dingin advance, to the extent of nine-tenths, the fate oflhe whole war. That is the function �f strategy. The same must be said about political strategy. Thefirst serious collision between the political leaders ofthe Russian proletariat on the question of the main direction of the proletarian movement took place at thebeginning of the twentieth century, during the RussoJapanese ·war. At that time, as we know, one sectionof our Party (the Mensbeviks) held the view that themai1;1 direction of the proletarian movement in its struggleagainst tsarism should be a.long the line of a bloc betweenthe proletariat and the liberal bourgeoisie; the peasantry:,vu omitted, or almost entirely omitted from the planas a major revolutiouary factor, while the leading role1in the general revolutionary movement was assigned to ,the liberal bourgeoisie. The other sc�tion of the Party(the Bolsheviks) maintained, on the contrary, that themain blow should proceed along the line of a bloc betweenthe proletariat and the peasantry, and that the leadingrole in the general n,volutionary movement !hould heassigned t.o the proletariat, while the liberal bourgeoisie1hoald bb neutralised. 
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I.be proletariat as the only completely revolutionary cl•• 
ia Busia. This plan was remarkable not only beca11M it 
took iato account correclly Lhe driving ·forces or tbe 
nvolution, but also because it contained in embryo Lhe 
idea or tbe dict.atorsbip of I.be proletariat (I.be bcrmoay 
of the proletariat), because it brilliantly (oleSlw the neit; 
higher phase of the revolution in Ruaia aad facilitated 
Ille tnnsltlon to It.. 

The sul,sequent development of tbe revolution right 
up to February 1917 fully confirmed the correctness of 
this strategic plan. 

3. THE SECOND HISTORIC TURN ANO 

THE COURSE TOWARDS TIIE OICTATORSBtP 

OF THE
0

PROLETAJllAT IN aus.su 

The second tum began with the February Revolution

iu 1!H7, after tsarism was overthrown, when the.imperial

ist WBJ had ell'posed the fatal ulcers of capitalism all over

the world; when the liberal bourgeoisie, incapable of

taking in its hands the aciual government or the coun

try, ..,as compelled to confine itself to holding formal

power (tlie Provisional Government); when the Soviet.a

of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, after getting actual

power into their. hands, had neither the experience nor

the ·will to make the necessary use of it; when the sol

diers at the front and the workers and peasants in the

rear were groaning under the burdens of the war and eco

nomic disruption; wlten the "dual power" and •contact

committee',.. regime, torn by internal contradictioll.!l and

capable neither of waging war nor or bringing about

peace, not only failed to find "a way out of the impasse"

but confused the situation ·still more._ This· period ended

with the October Revolution in 1917.
Two strategic plans were at issue in �he Soviets at

that time: the Mensh·c,·ik-Socialist-Revolutionary plan,

and t.he Bolshe-.ik plan.
· 

The Menshevik-Socialist-Rnvolutionary,�atagy, vac

illating at first �etween t.h.e_ &,.viiit.s ad.- th,:Pzovision•

al Gotel'allllllmt,;, liatWIIBll i,:tevolution and counter-revo

lution, took final shape at the time of the opening of

the Democratic Conference (September- 19.17). It took

th_e· line of the gradual but steady reinoval of the Soviets

from power· and the concentration of all power in the

country in the hands of the "Pre-parliament," the pro

totype or a future bourgeois parliament. The q1lestions

of ·peace and war, the agrarian and Jabour questions,

-11 well is the national question, were sheh,ed, pending

I.he convocation or the Constituent Assembly, whieh, in

, its turn, was postpoa.1 tor an Indefinite period. "A°ll

;power to the_�'19tituent Assembly"-this was how the

Socialist-Revolution_aries and the Mensheviks formulated

their strategic plan. It was a plan for the preparation of

a bourgeols dictatorship, a combed and brushed-up, "per•

feetly democratic• d.ict.atonhip it Is true, but a bourgeois

� 

dictatorship for all that. 
The Bolshevik strategy (see Comrade unin 's "The-·ses," published in April 1917") planned the maiu blowalong the line of liquidating the power of the bourgeoisie by tho combined forces of the proletariat and t-hc_poor peasants, along the line of organising the dictator

ship of the proletariat in the shape of a Soviet Republic.Rupture with imperialism and ·11dthdrawal from the war;liberation of t.he opprcsseJ nationalities of the formerRussian Empire; expropriation of the laudlords a11d capi
talists; prcpnration of the conditions ·for organising �o
c.ialist economy-such "-We the elements of the Bolshe
,·iks' strategic plan in that period. "All power lo the
Soviets" -this was how the Bolsheviks th<:n formulated
their strategic plan. This plan was importaut not oul,v
because it look into account correctly the actual dri\'_ing
forces of the new, proletarian revolution in Russia, but al
.so because it facili!alcd and accelerated the nulcashing- nf
the revolutionary movement in the West.

Subsequent developmenls right up lo the October
Revolution fully confirmed the correctness of this stra
tegic plan. 

4. THE THIRD lllS'fOR!C Tl:R:',' 

· ANO THE COURSE TOWARDS TilE PROLETARIAN 

REVOI.UTIO:V IN EUROPE 

The third turn began with thC\ October Revolution, 
when the· mortal combat between the two imperialist 
groups in the West had reached its climax; when the• 
revolutionary crisis in' the \\'est was obviously growing; 
when the bourgeois government in Russia, bankrupt and 
entangled in contradictions, fell under the blows of the 
proletarian revolution; when the victorious proletar_ian 
revolution broke with imperialism and withdre,,· from 
the war, and thereby made bitter enemies in the shape of 
i mpcrialist coalitions in the West; when the new Soviet 
Guvcrnment. 's decrees on peace, the confiscation of the 
landlords' land, the expropriation of the capitalists and 
·the liberation of the oppressed 11atioualities earned for
it the confidence of millions of toilers throughout the
world, This was a turn on au intcrn8lional�rale, because,
for the first time, the internationa1 u-ont of capital was
breached, the question of overthrowing capitalism was
for the first time put on a practical footing. This traus
formcd the October Revolution from a national, Russian
force into an international force, and the Russian work
ers from a backward detachment of the international
proletariat into its vanguard, which by its devoted strug
gle rouses the workers of the West and the oppressed
countries of the East. This turn has not yet come to the
end of its development, for it has not yet developed 011
an international scale, but its content and general diror
tion are already sufficiently clear ,

Two strategic plaos woro ot fONllO 1 11 polftl 1•AI 111i�1,,. 
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